The California State University, Stanislaus Single Subject Teacher Credential Program is fully accredited by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) and the California Commission on Teacher Credentialing (CCTC).

Robert Noyce Scholarship Program
Funded by the National Science Foundation
It All Adds Up
Scholarship support without a lot of strings attached.

The Noyce Scholarship Program:
Math and science teachers are in demand in California. At CSU Stanislaus, we're committed to preparing well-qualified math and science teachers from the Valley, for the Valley. Would you like to be one of them?

What you’ll give:
Two years teaching in a high-need school for each $10,000 scholarship you accept. That's it. Up to $30K, tax-free. You simply make the commitment to teach the kids who need your talents the most.

What you’ll get:
In a word—satisfaction from knowing you’re making a difference. Then there are the tangible benefits: dozens of professional development opportunities—conferences, coaching sessions, institutes, one-on-one mentoring, and internships—that fully prepare you to enter the classroom confident, and ready to hit the ground teaching.

Plus, the relief of knowing that the cost of your education is covered and you won’t graduate with the burden of college loans.

And, the assurance that you will be highly employable. In fact, 100% of last year’s CSU Stanislaus Noyce Scholars obtained teaching jobs upon graduation from the credential program.

Are you eligible? You are if you:
• Have attained junior level status
• Have a 2.67 GPA
• Are a math or science major or degree-holding career professional
• Are planning to become a secondary school math or science teacher

100% of CSU Stanislaus Noyce Scholars obtained teaching jobs upon graduation from the credential program.

Learn more...
csustan.edu/NoyceScholarship/

Elias Youhanna—Math
Stockton Collegiate International Schools, Stockton

Laura Tribble-Carey—Math
Pacific Law Academy, Stockton

Debra Miller—Science
Lincoln High School, Stockton

Martin Casillas—Math
Modesto, High School, Modesto

2010 NOYCE graduates
and where they are now